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ABSTRACT - Models of multistage optimal control under fuzzy constraints and goaIs are presented, taking - as
a point of departure - first, Bellman and Zadeh's (1970)
seminal paper, and, second, later extensions presented in
Kacprzyk's (1983c) book. Then, an account of most relevant recent developrnents and newer perspectives is provided. The cases of a deterministic, stochastic and fuzzy
systems under control are dealt with, and optimal controI
over a fixed and specified, implicitly specified, fuzzy, and
infinite horizon is discussed. The use of fuzzy Iogic with
linguistic quantifiers is considered. New models based on
neural networks are mentioned. The array af modeIs presented - which make possible the optimization of control
strategy to be followed, hence being of a elearly prescriptive character - should lead to a new "generation" af fuzzy
control invoIving some optimal control type elements that
are uot provided by conventional fuzzy controI.

1

INTRODUCTION

ln the recent years we witness an unprececiented interest
in fuzzy control, both among schalars and researchers, and

practitioners. This interest is amplified by successful applications (implementations) which range from specialized
areas of controlling technological processes (e.g., cement
kilns, subway trains, cranes, etc.) to everyday products
as, e.g., washing machines, refrigerators, photographic and
video cameras, etc. While the former may attract a narrow community of specialists, the later are evidently visible
to mass media and general public. Needless to say that
although both the above areas of implementation are relevant, the latter has probably played a more important role
in creating an appropriate atmosphere that had finally led
to the fuzzy boom we had been facing around the globe,
principally in Japan.
The applications mentioned above are examples of (símple

but working) regulation type control. That is, the rules
encode a control strategy known by the human operator
from experience. It is usually really good but its "goodness"
(optimality) is not explicitly considered. We just assume
that an experienced operator knows how to well control
the processo This is elearly a descriptive approach.
It is unfortunately not widely known that there also exists
an earlier approach to fuzzy control] of a prescriptive character, that appeared in the late 1960s in the works on
fuzzy dynamic programming (Bellman and Zadeh, 1970),
was then further developed by Fung and Fu (1977), Kacprzyk (1977-93e), Komolovet aI. (1979), etc., and presented in detai! in Kacprzyk's (1983c) book.

A large part of this paper is based on the author's book
(Kacprzyk, 1983c) which is an extensive account of a wide
spectrum of prescriptive fuzzy control models. Unfortunately, it appeared in a bad time, too early and long before
the recent interest in, and a good toward fuzzy control.
However, in our opinion, it does contain many useful results that may lead to a "new generation" of fuzzy control
algorithms incorporating some optimal control type mechanismsj first indications of an interest in such models may
be noticed in, e.g., the works of leading research and scholarly institutions exemplified by the LIFE Laboratory in
Yokohama (cf. Hoyo, Terano and Masui, 1993). Second,
we will discuss newer developrnents as, e.g., Francelin and
Gomide's (1993a,b, 1994) neural network based approach,
and Kacprzyk's (1993a-e) interpolative reasoning based approach that can help overcome an inherent low numerical
efficiency of those prescriptive modela.
Kacprzyk's (1983c) book concerns the following problem
elass. Let U = {Ul,"" u n } be a set of controls (inputs),
X= {Sl, ... , sm} be a set of states (outputs), the system
under contrai (deterministic for now) be governed by X,+!
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= f(Xt, Ut),

where .:z:t+l, .:z:t are states at time (control stagel t and t+ 1, and u, is a control at t, t = 0,1, ... , N -1;
N is the termination time (planning horizon). Let !'c.(u,)
be a fuzzy constraint imposed on U" !'G'+' (x,+!) be a fuzzy
goal imposed on ""+!' and !'D(. I .) be Bel!man and Zadeh's (1970) fuzzy decision. We seek an optimal sequence
of controls uô, ... , uN_l such that

where

"'N

is obtained from "'o via (2).

The problem is to find an optimal sequence of controls,
UÔI ... 1 ull_ 1 such that
!'D(UÔ,···, u[;_1

max

!'D(UO, ... ,UN_I I xo) =

max

(!,co( uo) Á ...

uO,.· .• UN_l

!'D(UÔ,···, u[;_1

=

max

UO,·.·,UN_l

I xo) =

uOI\,,·,UN_l

!'D(UO, ... ,UN_Ilxo)=

I "'o) =

(4)

N-I
=

max

1\ (!'c,(u')Á!'G,+,("',+d)

(1)

Uo,···,UN_l t=o

Problem (1) leads to various problem classes which may be
classified, e.g., due to (Kacprzyk, 1983c):

and "1\", Le. the minimum, may be replaced by another
suitable operation (cf. Kacprzyk, 1983c).

The two traditional solution techniques are:
• dynamic programming , and

• type ofthe termination time: (a) fixed and specified in
advance, (b) implicitly given (by entering a termination set ofstates), (c) fuzzy, and (d) infinite;
• type of the system under control: (a) deterministic,
(b) stochastic, and (c) fuzzy.
and these case will be discussed below. The fuzzy decision
in (1), in which "I\" is used is cal!ed the min-type fuzzy
decision, and will be extensively used here.

2

CONTROL WITH A FIXED AND 5PECIFIED TERMINATION TIME

This is the basic case, being a point of departure for virtually aI! next considerations, and will be discussed in more
detai!. The cases of the deterministic, stochastic and fuzzy
system under control, various solution methods, and some
extensions will be considered.

2.1

The deterministic system under control is given by the state
transition equation

= f(x, , u,); t = O, 1, ...

(2)

where: "'" x,+! E X = {SI, ... , sn} is the state (output)
at control stages t and t + 1, respectively, and u, E U =
{CI, ... , cm} is the control (input) at t. The initial state is
"'o EX, and the (finite) termination time N is fixed and
specified in advance.
At each t, u, E U is subjected to a fuzzy constraint !'c' (u,),
and on the final state XN E X a fuzzy goal !'GN(XN) is
imposed (fuzzy goals at the subsequent t 's may also be
assumed, and the reasoning remains valid).
We require the controls to best fulfill the fuzzy constraints,
and the states to best satisfy the fuzzy goals, hence the
fuzzy decision (performance function) is
!'D(UO, .. . ,UN_I I "'o) =
= !'co(uo)Á ... Á!'CN-,(UN_dÁ!'GN(XN)

which will be discusses below. Moreover, we will also present a novel Francelin and Gomide's (1993a,b, 1994) attempt to use a special neural network.

2.1.1

Solution by dynamic programming

The application of dynamic programming for the solution of
(4) was proposed in Bellman and Zadeh (1970). For clarity,
it is better to begin the presentation of this approach by
slightly rewriting (4) as to find u ô,... , U[;_I such that
!'D(UÔ,···, u[;_1

max

Uo,···,UN_l

I xo) =

(!,co(uo) Á ... Á !'CN-'(UN-d Á

(5)

Á!'GN(f("'N_I, uN-d))

It is easy to notice that the structure of (5) makes the ap-

Deterministic system under control

"'<+1

• branch-and-bound

(3)
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plication of dynamic programming possible as the two last
terms, !'CN-'(uN-dÀJ.'GN(f(XN_I, uN-d) depend only on
UN-l and not on the previous controls, etc. The maximization over Uo, ... , UN_I in (5) can be therefore divided into
two phases: (1) the maximization over uo, ... , UN_2, and
(2) the maximization over UN-J, and one can continue this
procedure for UN-2, UN_31 ....
This backward iteration leads to the following set of dynamic programming recurrence equations

where !'GN-,(XN-i) is regarded as a fuzzy goal at t = N-i
induced by the fuzzy goal at t = N - i + 1.
The UÔI"" uN_l sought is given by the successive maximizing values of UN_i in (6)1 uN_i ' obtained as a function
of XN-i, 80 we obtain aD optimal (contro!) p~licy
aN_i:X~U;i=l,

... ,N

(7)

such that
(8)

2.1.2

This property ofthe min-type fuzzy decision makes it possible to devise a branch-and-bouud algorithm with the branching through the consecutive coutrols, and the bounding
via Vk'S, k = O, ... ,N.

Solution by branch-and-bound
2.1.3

The use of a branch-and-bound technique for solving (4)
was proposed by Kacprzyk (1978b). lt is simple and elficient, and will be used here extensively.
The branch-and-bound procedure starts from xo. We apply
Uo and proceed to X,. Next, we apply U1 and proceed
to X2, etc. FinallYI being in XN-I, we apply UN-l and
attain XN. This is clearly equivalent to traversing a decision

tree (states associated with nodes, and controls with edges).
The procedure is basically aTI implicit enumeration scheme
whose essence may be summarized as
If we current/y arrive at some node (state), to which node (out of those traversed so far) should we
most rational/y add next edges (controls)? Or, at
a specified moment Df the decision tree traversal,
what is the best continuation ofthe search process?

Let us first denote
Vo = I'co(uo)
v, = I'co(uo) II ... III'C'(Uk) =
= Vk-1 III'C'(Uk)
VN_1 = I'co(uo) II ... II I'CN-'(UN_,) =
= VN_2 11 I'CN-,(UN_,)
VN
I'Co(uo) II ...
... III'CN-,(UN_,)III'GN(XN) =
=VN-l III'GN(XN) =
= I'D(UO," .,UN_1 I xo)

(9)

=

Now, due to ('1\" (i.e. the minimum)I if we consider
Uo, .. . , u" then for each k < w :::: N - 1

because by "adding" (via "1\") to Vk any further teIms we
cannot increase Vw. And, in particular

v, 2: VN = I'D(UO,"" UN-1

I xo)

(11)

Suppose now that we are at the k-th control stage, and have
traversed so far some nodes and edges (from Xo to Xk). Now
we have to most rationally add the edges (apply controls).
Evidently, since we seek a trajectory corresponding to the
maximal value of I'D(UO, ... ,UN-1 I xo), the most rational
choice (curreutly!) is to choose the most promising node,
corresponding to the greatest Vi 1 i = 1, ... , k. The other
nodes cannot lead (at that particular moment!) to auy optimal solution siuce they cannot obviously yield any higher
valne of Vi if we add next edges (apply next controls).

Remarks on the solution by using a neural
network

ln this section we will briefly sketch the idea of a special
type of a neural network to solve problem (4) which was
proposed by Fraucelin and Gomide (1993a,b; 1994).
The approach is based on a special fuzzy dynamic programming neural network (FDPNN) that is composed of the socalled m-neurons aud M-neurons (cr. Rocha, 1993).
Basically, for the FDPNN, the m-neuron is the oue whose
output is given by the minimum of its input signaIs and
its bias signal, aud the M -ueuron is roughly the one whose
output signal is giveu by the maximum of its input siguals.
ln the FDPNN the layers are set alternatively of the ones
containing the m-neurons and M-neurons, starting with the
layer of the latter ones. The uetwork is based on the socalled transmitters, receptors, and control/ers (cf. Rocha,
1993) that eucode the fuzzy constraints, goals aud decision
of (4). Then, the conuectious betweeu the neurons belouging to the cousecutive layers are determined by a special
procedure, Fiually, it is shown that the results obtaiued are equivalent to those by using the dynamic programming
recurrence equatious (6).
This concludes ofremarks ou this approach because, first, it
is very specific and slightly beyond the scope of our optimization based presentation. One should however remember
that, first , this is very original and novel approach , one of a
very few that have recently appeared, and second, though
it is probably not elficient euough now, it should be a viable alternative in a near future when neurofuzzy computers
will be available at a reasonable cost. However, even now,
an interesting application to a power system planning is
reported (Francelin aud Gomide, 1993b).

2.1.4

Fuzzy linguistic quantifiers in problem formulation

50 far an optimal sequence oí contraIs was sought best satisfying fuzzy constraints and goals at aI/ the control stages.
This may often be too strict, and a "milder" one as, e.g.,
most, almost all, ... may be more appropriate. 5uch terma,
fuzzy linguistic quantifiers, may be handled by fuzzy logic
using the two basic calculi of linguistically quantified propositions due to Zadeh (1983) and Yager (1983); the former
is simpler but often less "adequate". The use oí fuzzy linguistic quautifiers in the control setting was proposed by
Kacprzyk (1983b) and advanced in Kacprzyk and IwalÍski
(1987).

The source problem (4) may be written as to find an uõ,
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The stochastic system under control is a Markov chain whose state transitions are governed by a conditional probability functionp(xt+l I x"u,), t = O, 1, .. . ,N -1, which spe{SI, ... , sn}
cifies the probability of attaining x'H E X
from x, E X and under u, E U
{CI,"" Cm}. At each t, u, is subjected to a fuzzy constraint I'c'(u,), t =
0,1, ... , N - 1, and on XN a fuzzy goaII'GN(XN) is imposedo

.. ., UN -1 such' that
I'D(U~"",UN_II xo,all) =

=

max

I'D(UO,.'" UN_I

max

(/\

uo,···,UN_l

I Xo, ali) =

=

N-I

=

I all)(l'c' (u,) A

t::O

Uo,.··,UN_l

A I'G'+'(x,+,))

(12)

with "alf' indicating that the satisfaction of e"s and G'H's
at ali the controI stages is required.
Kacprzyk's (1983b) proposal is to find u~, ... , uN_I which
best satisfies the fuzzy constraints and goals at Q (e.g.,
most, almost alI, much more than 50 %, ... ) control stages
written as

I xo,Q) =

I'D(U~, ""uN_I

=

max

I'D(UO"",UN-Ilxo,Q)=

max

(/\

uo,···,'UN_l

The value of I'D( Uo, ... , nN-l I xo) is now a random variable, hence in the problem formulation the expected value
should somehow be involved.
The following two basic formulations exist:
• Bellman and Zadeh's (1970) formulation: find an optimal sequence af contraIs u~, .. . , uN_1 maximizing the
probability of attainment of the fuzzy goal subject to
the fuzzy constraints, i.e.

N-I

=

'Uo,···,UN_l

I Q)(l'c.(u,) A I'G<+'(X'+I))

=

max

UO, .. ·,'UN_l

max

'Uo,···,UN_l

Later, Kacprzyk and IwaJÍSki (1987) proposed a further generalization, including discounting, by seeking an uô, ... ,
uN_l to best satisfy fuzzy constraints and goals at Q ofthe
earlier (B) (such that t, < t, =? I'B(t,) 2: I'B(t,)) controls
stages, Le.,

=

I'D(U~, ... , uN_l

(13)

t::O

I'D(U~, ""uN_l

'Uo, ..·,UN_l

I xo) =

(I'co(uo) A ...

... AI'CN-.(UN_,)AEI'GN(XN))

I xo,Q,B) =

I'D(U~"",UN_II xo) =
max EI'D(UO, .. " UN_I

I'D(UO"",UN-llxo,Q,B)=

'Uo,···,UN_l

(/\

=

I Q, B)(l'c'(u,) A

max

I xo) =

E(l'co(Uo) A ...

Uo,···,UN_l

(16)

t::O

AI'G*(X'+l))

(15)

• Kacprzyk and Staniewski's (1980) formulation: find an
aptimaI sequence of controls uô,···, u N_1 maximizing
the expected value of the fuzzy decision, Le.

N-I

max

=

(14)

The solution of these problems is however diflicult. First,
for (13), using Zadeh's (1983) calculus, we obtain a set of
some dynamic programming recurrence equations (cf. Kacprzyk, 1983b). This cannot be unfortunately used for Yager's (1983) calculus, and Kacprzyk's (1983b) implicit enumeration algorithm is to be employed.

These two formuIations are not the sarne since
EI'D(UO, .•. ,UN_II xo)

#

#

I'co(uo) A ... A I'cN-,(UN-,) A EI'GN(XN) (17)

The solution of (14), Le. with discounting, is however difficult, and a branch-and-bound type implicit enumeration
algorithm was proposed by Kacprzyk and IwaIÍski (1987).
The branching is via the consecutive controls, and a sophisticated bounding technique is used.

The probability of a fuzzy event in (15) and (16) is meant
in Zadeh's (1968) sense, i.e. as a real number in [0,1]. The
use of the fuzzy probability of a fuzzy event, which is a
fuzzy number in [0,1] can be found in Kacprzyk (1984).

Recent!y, Yager (1988) proposed a concept of an OWA (ordered weighted average) operator which may greatly simplify the use of fuzzy linguistic quantifiers. The solution
of the resulting control problems may than presumably be
easier. This requires however a further research (cf. Kacprzyk, 1992; Kacprzyk and Yager, 1990).

2.2.1

2.2

Stochastic system under control

This is probably the most diflicult and challenging case
from the analyticaI point af view as we face the occurrence
of both the fuzziness and randomness.
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Bellman and Zadeh's approach

The fuzzy goal is regarded as a fuzzy event in X, and its
conditionaI probability given XN_1 and UN-1 is
EI'GN(XN) = EI'GN(XN
=

L

p(XN

I XN-l, UN_,)

=

I XN-l, UN-l) 'I'GN(XN)

(18)

zNEX

The structure of (15) is essentially the sarne as that of (4)
for the deterrninistic systern under controI, and we cau em-

where gô(xo) = wo(xo), then it may be shown (Kacprzyk
and Staniewski, 1980) that the
sare the optimal policies
sOllght, i.e.

ploy the dynamic programming recurrence equatians

J-lGN-' (XN-1l =
maxu N _, (J-lCN-i (UN -i)/\
/\ EJ-lGN-'+' (XN-i+l))
EJ-lGN-'+' (XN-,+1l =
=LXN_.EX p(XN-i+l I XN-i, UN_;)X
X J-lGN-'+' (XN-i+1l
i= 1, ... , N

g'

=

U. = gk(xo, ... , x.); k = O, ... , N (19)

where J-lGN-,(XN-i) may be viewed as a fuzzy goal at t
N - i induced by the fuzzy goal at t = N - i + 1.

and ho(xo)

=

2.2.2

,UN_'

EI'D(UO,"" UN-l

(24)

I xo).

Notice that the policy relates here the optimal control not
only to the current state but also to a "summary" of the
past trajectory.

2.3
The successive ujy -i' i = 1,2, ... 1 N I give the optimal sequence of controls (policies) sought, and they relate here
the current optimal control to the current state anIy.

= maxuo, ...

1

Fuzzy system under contrai

Suppose that U = {C1 , •.. , Cn } is a set of fuzzy contrais
in U, X
{SI, ... ,Sm} is a set of fuzzy states in X,the
fuzzy system under control is governed by the fuzzy state
transition equation

=

Kacprzyk and Staniewski's approach

X'+l = F(X" U,);t = O, 1, ...

Since EJ-lD(UO,.'" UN-l I xo) # E(J-lCo(uo) /\ E(l'c,(ull /\
... /\ EI'GN(XN))" .), then the dynamic programming recurrence equations of type (19) cannot be used.

(25)

where X" X'+l E X are fuzzy states at control stage t and
t + 1, U, E U is fuzzy control at t, t = O, 1, ... , N - 1.
Let l'ç'(U,) be a fuzzy constraint on U" and I'(J'+' (X'+I)

Notice first that the probability of attaining the final state
XN from Xo Uo , ···, UN-I is evidently p(XI I Xo , uo) . ....
p(XN I XN-l, UN-l) and
EJ-lD(UO,"" UN-l

I xo) =

L

J-lD(UO," .UN-l I xo)

I Xo, uo) ..... p(XN I XN-I, UN-l)

We introduce a sequence of functions
j
1, ... ,N -1,

=

hi , hj

1

i

-t

X

(zoo, ... ,x N )ex N+l

Xp(Xl

-t+l

be a fuzzy goal on X'+l' Notice that G
and C mean
that the original fuzzy goal and constraint, G'+l and C',
are modified to account for the fuzziness of the state and
control, e.g., as l'aN(XN) = 1- d(XN, G N ) where d(., .) is
some distance between two fuzzy sets; and similarly for C.

= O, 1, ...

(20)

I

N

I

We seek an optimal sequence of fuzzy controls U;,
such that

"'1

I'D(U;, ... , Ul._ 1 I X o) =
N-l
= max
(J-lç'(U,) /\ J-l(J'+' (X'+I))

1\

UO, ... ,UN_l t=O

I'D(UO, ... ,UN-ll xo)

U'N_l

(26)

and this problem can be solved by dynamic programming (Baldwin and Pilsworth, 1982) and branch-and-bound
(Kacprzyk, 1979).

hk(Xkl tiO""1 Uk-l) = maxUk hk(Xkl UO""1 Uk)
hk - 1 (Xk-lJ tio,·· . tik-d =
1

= LZOkEX hk(Xk, tiO, ... , Uk_l) x
x p(x. I X'-l,U.-tl

ln the dynamic programming approach, the set oí recurrence eqllations is

(21)
meant as that for tio, ... Uk_l, and XI, ... Xk, hk _ l is the
expected value of the fuzzy decision, assumin~ an optimal continuation of control u; 1 • • • , uiv -1' The hk is then
roughly the highest attainable expected value of h•.
1

1

Since X and U are finite, then there obviously exist functions
such that

w.

h.(x., Uo, ... , U._l) =
=

h.(x.,uo, ... ,u'_l,w.(x.,uo, ... ,u._tll (22)

If we introduce now functions

g' such that

gk(Xo, . .. , x.) =
w.(x., gô(xo), ... ,g'_I(xO, ... , X._l))

=

(23)

I'(;N(X N ) =
maxx N(I'XN (XN /\ J-lGN(XN))
I'(;N-. (XN_;) =
= maxuN_. (maxu N _. (I'UN_. (UN_;)/\
/\ I'CN-. (UN-i)) /\ I'(;N-'+> (XN-i+l))
I'XN_.+, (XN-i+I) =
=maxx N_. (maxu N _. (I'UN_. (UN_;)/\
/\ I'XN_.+, (XN-i+l I XN-i, UN-i))/\
/\ flXN_.(XN-i))
i = 1" .. ,N

=

(27)

Though this set of equations can be solved, it is very ineflicient as the fl(;'(X,)'s are to be specified for ali X,'s whose
number may be huge, theoretically infinite; and similarly
maxu'_ l is to proceed over a large set of Ut + I ' S.
A natural approach (Baldwin and Pilsworth, 1982; Kacprzyk and Staniewski, 1982) would be to use some prespecified referenee fuzzy states and contrai, U, E II =
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=

{OI, ... ,CW } ç U, and X'+1 E X
{S\, ... ,Sr} ç X,
and to express alI Ut_l 's and X t 's occurring in the solution process by their closest reference counterparts (fuzzy
matching!).
The solution of (27), an optimai controi poiicy, is represented by "IF X, =5. THEN U,=C,", t = 1, ... ,N -1,
S. E X, C, E li, which is in tum equated with a fuzzy relation R; in X x U. Thus, for a current X, (not necessarily
reference) the U,' sought is determined by the compositional role 01 inference ut = X t o R; (o is, e.g., the max-min
composition) .
U nfortunately, this dynamic programming approach - in
its original version - is evidently not practicaUy efIicient.
Moreover, for the compositional rule af inference to work
properly there should be a high number of "overlapping"
reference fuzzy controls and states. However 1 for computational efIiciency this number should be as smaU as possible!
This contradiction will be resolved by assuming a smaU
number of non-overlapping fuzzy states and controls, and
then using interpolative reasoning.

The earlier branch-and-bound approach (Kacprzyk 1979)
is much siInpler and efIicient though - by its very nature
- it gives optimal controls, not policies. lt is virtually the
sarne as for the case af a deterministic system uuder contraI
presented in Section LA.2, and will not be presented again.

2.3.1

Interpolative reasoning in the derivation of
optimal controls

ln the case discussed above there is an inherent conflict between a large number af reference fuzzy controls and states
required by the compositional rule of inference to give meaningful results (Le. a "dense" data set), and a smaU number
of them required for the efIiciency of a1gorithm (i.e. a "sparse" data set).
ln the majority of praetical problems the efIiciency may be
vital, and we may be forced to assume the second option,
i.e. a small number aí non-overlapping reference fuzzy controls and states. Then, we need to use some approach to
obtain meaningful results. We will sketch below the idea of
Kacprzyk's (1993a-e) approach.

a;

Suppose that we obtain an optima! control policy stating
that, say, lF X, = 5, THEN U; = CIl ELSE ... ELSE
lF X,
5, THEN U;
Cti ELSE lF X, 5,+1 THEN
U; C'('+1) ELSE ... ELSE IF X, Sr THEN U; C'r.
This optimal policy should now be implemented. Suppose

=

=

=

=

=

=

that we wish to determine an optimal fuzzy control U; for a
current fuzzy state X t which is uot a reference one. Let X t
be a fuzzy number ('between" the two reference fuzzy states

5, and 5'+1. We seek therefore an optima! fuzzy control
U; corresponding to X t via the above optimal policy a;.
Notice that since X t is not a reference one, then in general
U,' will not be a reference fuzzy optimal control either.

U,.

The problem is now the determination of
meant (assuming for simplicity its representation by a triangular fuzzy
146
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number) as the determination ofthe mean value and width.
It is reasonable to assume that
be similar (close) to one
of these optimal Oti and C'(;+I) corresponding to Si and
5'+1. Notice that this has much to do with the so-caUed
gradual rules in approximate reasoning.

U,.

The first aspect is the determination of the mean value of
the fuzzy optimal control sought. We apply here Kóczy and
Hirota's (1992) idea whose essence is

d(Si, X,)/d(X" 5,+1) = d( C;, U,")/d(U,*, O'(i+1))

(28)

where d(.,.) is a distance between the two fuzzy numbers.
That is, (28) means that the relative position of U,' with
respect to its closest reference counterparts should be the
sarne as that concerning X t and its reference counterparts.
The second aspect is the width of U,'. The reasoning is
that the lower the number of reference fuzzy states and
controls, i.e. the more sparse the data 8et, the lesa precise
is the available information. Hence, the fuzzier (of a larger
should be. For instance, we can use a formula
width)
as

U"

1

-

w(U,") = 5(w(S,)+

+ W(Si+1) + w(X,) + w(Cti) + W(O'(i+l)))

(29)

where w(.) is a relative width (related to the universe of
discourse of the fuzzy states and controls, and the simplest
arithmetics mean can be replaced by another formula expressing the above rationale.
Moreover, it may oIten be expedient to include in (29) some
term(s) accounting for the fuzziness ofthe problem, e.g., in
the fuzzy constraints, fuzzy goals, fuzzy system under contraI, fuzzy termination time, etc. As a first, somehow ad
hoc attempts, we can use normal degrees af fuzziness of
fuzzy sets and calculate the mean fuzziness of fuzzy constraints, fuzzy goals, etc. For the degree of fuzziness of the
fuzzy system under control given as lF - THEN rules, we
can use Kacprzyk's (1994) approach to the determination
of their degree of specificity.

U"

Thus, the relative width of
defined initiaUy by (29),
which involves the fuzziness of the fuzzy states and fuzzy
controls only, may be further modified to involve the fuzziness of fuzzy constraints, fuzzy goals and fuzzy system
under contraI.
ln general, the approach sketched above works very weU,
and helps attain more realistic results.

AFJ mentioned, simpler and more efficient than dynamic
programming is an earHer branch-and-bound approach by
Kacprzyk (1979). An efIicient bounding requires a smaU
number of reference fuzzy controls, C 1, ... , Cw . As a solution we obtain an optimal control policy U; = a"(X,)
which is represented by a fuzzy relation, and for a current
(not necessarily reference) fuzzy state the optimal control is
determined via the compositional rule of inference. And again, since for numerical e:ffi.ciency we should have as few as
possible nonoverlapping reference fuzzy states and controIs,
interpolative reasoning can be used.

This coneludes our analysis of the basic case with the fixed and specified termination time. Now we will proceed
to the next important elass with the termination time specified implicitly by entering for the first time some given

The case of a stochastic approach is diflicult, and has not
been practically solved, while the Case of a fuzzy system
may be dealt with by using reference fuzzy states and contraIs as in Sectians ILC, and then interpolative reasoning.

termination set of states.

4
3

CDNTRDL WITH AN IMPLlCITLY 5PECIFIED TERMINATIDN TIME

The process terminates now when the state enters for the
first time a (specified in advance) termination set of states
W = {Sp+l, Sp+2, .•• , sn} C X. This time, N < 00, is
evidently unknown in advance. The initial state is Xo E X \
W = {SI, ... ' Sn}. Moreover, if x, E W, then I(x" u,)
.:ttl VUt, by assumption.

=

The fuzzy goal is Pé1(xN) , and PGN(xN) = O for each
xN E W. At each I, u, is subjected to a state-dependent
fuzzy constraint pc(u, I x,).

CDNTRDL WITH A FUZZY TERMINATIDN TIME

Denote the set of possible control stages by S =
{O, 1, ... , K -1, K, K +1, ... , N}; N is a fixed, highest possible termination time. The fuzzy termination time is now

given as a fuzzy set /lT : S --+ [O, lJ such that /lT(I) E [O, I)
is a measure of how preferable t E S is as the termination time, from 1 for the most preferable to O for the least
preferable (unacceptable) through all intermediate values .
The process should therefore terminate at some M E
supp T = {I E S : /lT(t) > O}. Moreover, suppose that
supp T = {K, K + 1, ... , N}, i.e. that the termination time
should Deeur at some "later" control stages.

We seek UÕl .. . 1 th-:
* - I such that
N

PD(U~, ... ,

=

As previously, the /lc' (u,) 's are imposed on the controls
u, E U att= O,I, ... ,N-l, and the PGN(XN) isimposed
on x N EX. The systems under control may be, as in the

uN_I I xo) =

max
UO""'U N

_1

(pc( Uo I xo) /\ ...

... /\ Pc(uN_I I xN_I) /\ PGN(xN)

previous sectiaDs, deterministic,' stochastic, and fuzzy.

(30)
For a deterministic system under control, the fuzzy termination time can be introduced into the control problem
formulation (i.e. into the fuzzy decision) in the following

where Xo, ... , xN_I E X \ W, and xN E W.
The solution of the problem sketched above may proceed
by using the following three basic approaches:

two basic ways:

• due to Fung and Fu (1977)
• an iterative approach by Bellman and Zadeh (1970),
• a graph-theoretic approach by Komolov et aI. (1979),
• a branch-and-bound approach by Kacprzyk (1978b,
1983c).

/lD(UO,' .. ' UM_I I xo) =
= pc o( uo) /\ ... /\ /lcM-' (UM -I) /\
/\ /lGM(XM) /\ JlT(M)

(32)

Le. the termination time concems the whole fuzzy decision, and

• due to Kacprzyk (1977, 1978a)
We will present the first approach in some detail anIy since 1

first, the graph-theoretic one is somehow beyond the scope
of this paper, and the branch-and-bound approach is very
similar to the one presented in Section l.A.2.
Basically, Bellman and Zadeh's (1970) approach uses so-

/lD(UO, ... , UM_I I xo)

=

=

Pco(UO)/\···/\/lCM-,CUM_I)/\
/\ (/lT(M) . /lGM(XM))

(33)

Le. the fuzzy termination time concems the fuzzy goal
only.

me functional equation that relates the fuzzy decision from

some specified I on to that from t + 1 on.

and will assume in the sequeI the latter one.

This functional equation is

For both the above approaches, (32) and (33), the control problem is now formulated as to find an optimal lermination time M· and an optimal sequence of controls
u Ô1 ... , u'M._l such that

PD(U"U,+I, ... ,UN_II x,) =

= pc( u, I x,) /\
/\ PD(U'+I, U'+2, ... , uN_I I x,+Jl

PD(U~, .. . 'U;.,.._I

(31)

and it can be solved, Le. a unique slalionary policy funclion
a: X \ W --+ U such that u, = a(x,),t = 0,1, ... can be
found.

=

max

M,UQ, ... ,UM_l

I xo) =
PD(UO, ... ,UM_Ilxo)

(34)

Now, we will consider the cases of the particular systems
under control: deterministic, stochastic and fuzzy, and their
respective control problems.
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4.1

Deterministic system under contrai

then we will obtain

To simplify further notation, we introduce a modified fuzzy
goal PaM(XM) given as

Then we seek an M* and uô, .. " uM"_l such that
I'D(U~,

=

By solving this set of recurrence equations we determine

liGK-' (XK -1, M) and its corresponding optimal sequence
of controls uK_l"'" UM_I' for all M E {K, K +1, ... , N}.

=

... ,UMO_l I xo)
max
fl'co(uo)I\ ... 1\

M,Uo, ... ,UM_l

1\ I'CM-' (UM -1) 1\ 110M (XM)

(39)

(36)

The structure of this problem is virtually the sarne as that
of (4) which implies that the sarne two basic solution techniques can be used:

Then, the IlGK-'(XK_l) sought, and the corresponding M"
ui< -1' ' . . : U M._ 1 are determined by solving

and

I'GK-'(XK-d

= Me{K.K+l
max
liGK-'(XK-l,M)
.... ,N)

(40)

The first part of the optimal sequence of controls,
U~",",

uK_2J is now found by solving

• dynamic programming, and

• branch-and-bound.

(41)

The first approacb to the solution of (36) was proposed
by Kacprzyk (1977; 1978a, c) and was based on dynamic
programming. Stein's (1980) later improvement employed
a dynamic programming scheme too.

where IlGK-' (XK-l) is determined from (40).
Stein's (1980) approach is an improved dynamic programming based scheme for solving (36) that increases the numerical efficiency, in particular for large supp T, Le. for the

First, recall that supp T = {M} = {t E 5 : IlT(t) >
O} = {K, K + 1, ... , N - 1, N}, i.e. J( is the earliest possible and N is the latest possible termination time. Hence,
Uo,···, UN-l may be partitioned iota two parts:

case of a large number of possible termination times.
!ts idea is based on the following reasoning. If the process
under control is at the control stage (N - i), i = 1, ... , N,
then we face two possible options. First, we can immediately stop and attain

• uo, ... , UK -2, Le. the controls that do not lead to the
termination of the control process, and

• UK-l, ... , UM-I, Le. the controls that may lead to the

(42)
or, second, we can apply controI

'UN-i

and obtain

termination of the processo

(43)
ln u~, ... , uMo_l' its part from t = K - 1 to the final
control stage, U K_l , ••• , uMo_l' must evidently be by itself
optimal. Hence, (36) may be rewritten as
IlD(U~,,,,,UMO_ll

max

Uo,···,UK_:l

1\

xo) =
(Ilco(uo) 1\ ... 1\ I'CK-,(UK-2) 1\

max

M,UK_ll ... ,UM_l

Now, ifwe denote, for i

Evidentiy, the better [of a higher value of (42) or (43)] alternative should be chosen (at this particular control stage!).
This leads to the following set of recurrence equations

(IlCK-,(UK-d 1\ ...

= 1, .. "1M -

K

+ I,

=

liGM-;(XM-;' M)
= UM_i
max(l'cM-;(UM _;) 1\ liGM-'+' (XM -;+1, M))(38)
where liGM(XM, M) = PaM(XM), and perform the dynamic
programming backward iterations analogous to, say, (6),
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The optimal termination time sought, M* I is determined by
such a control stage N - i at which, in the aptimal sequence
af controls, the terminating contrai occurs, Le. when while

solving (44) there occurs
lloN-ó (XN_;)

>

> UN_õ
max(IlCN-ó(UN_;) 1\ I'GN-'+' (XN-;+1)) (45)

The solution of (44) usually requires less computational effort than the solution of (39)-(41).
The solution by branch-and-bound, proposed by Kacprzyk
(1983c) is clearly analogous to the one presented in Section
I.A.2, and will not be repeated. It is simple and eflicient.

• 'UK-!J···,UM--!·

ln an optimal sequence af controls uô,.··, u:M-._ll its part

'UE- -1' . , , 'UM* -1 must obviously be itself optimal, so that
I

(48) may be rewritten as
PD(U~,

4.2

=

Stochastic system under contrai

The case af a stochastic system under controI operating in
a fuzzy environrnent, and with a fuzzy termination time is

=

... ,U;;"'o_ll xo)
max (pco(uo) /I ... ApCK-,(UK_2) A

Uol""UK_:J

A

(PCK-,(UK-1) /I ...

max
M,UK_l, ... ,UM_l

(49)

clearly interesting and challenging.
The system is again a Markov chain whose dynamics is
described by a conditional probability P(Xt+l I x" u,);
Xt"Xt+l E X = {SI!' .. ,Sn}, and Ut EU = {Cl, ... ,cm }.

The structure of (49) is virtually the sarne as that of, e.g.,
(15), and makes it possible to employ dynamic programmingo Analogously as for (39)-(41), we obtain the following
sets of dynamic programming recurrence equations:

At each t, u, is subjected to pc-tu,), and PGM(XM) is imposed on XM. We also assume that the fuzzy termination

=

time, PT(t), defined as a fuzzy set in 5
{I, ... , I { 1, I{, I{ + 1, ... , N}, concems the fuzzy goal only, í.e. (33).
The modified fuzzy goal, to be entered into (33) is therefore
again /-laM(XM) = PT(M) . PGM(XM).
We consider the fuzzy goal to be a fuzzy event in Zadeh 's
(1968) sense, i.e.

=

EpGM(XM)
EpGM(XM I XM_l,UM_l) =

=

L

P(XM I XM_l,UM_1) 'PGM(XM)

• for the control stages

J( -

1, ... , M

7IGM-'(XM-i' M) =
= max..M_.(pcM-,(UM-i)A
A E7IGM-'+' (XM-Hl, M))
E7IGM-'+'(XM-H1' M) =
= L'M_'+'EX p(XM-i+l I XM_i, UM_i)X
X 7IGM-'+' (XM-i+1' M)
i = 1, ... , M - I{ + 1; M = I{, I{ + 1, ... , N
(50)

(46)

where 7IGM(XM, M) = PaM(XM), and

I'GK-,(XK-1) =
= ME{K,K+l...,N}
max
JiGK-,(XK-1,M)

zMEX

so that

The problem is now to find an optimal termination time
M'" and an optimalsequence af controls u~, ... , u M._ 1 5uch
that
PD(U~, ... , u;;"'o_l

max

M,uo, ... ,UM_l

I xo) =
(I'co(uo) A ...

... A PCM-. (UM -tl A E l'aM(XM))

(48)

This problem was first formulated and solved by Kacprzyk
(1978a, e), and then Stein (1980) proposed a modification
to improve the numerical efliciency. Both these approaches
are based on dynamic programming.
The solution of (48) proposed by Kacprzyk (1978a, c) is
analogous to that for the case of a deterministic system
(using Bellman and Zadeh's approach to the control of a
stochastic system under a fixed and specified termination
time shown in Section I.B.l).
First, since supp T = {M} = {t E 5 : jjT(t) >
{I{, I{ + 1, ... , N}, then the sequence of controls
UO, ... , 'UM-l can evidently be partitioned into two parts:

• for the control stages 0,1, ... , I{

-

2

PGK-,-,(XK-i-1,M) =
= max.. K _._, (pCK-'-' (UK _i_,)A
A E7IGK-,(XK-i)]
EpGK-,(XK-i)) =
= L'K_'EX p(XK_i I XK-i-1, UK-i-,)'
'I'GK-,(XK-i)
i = 1, ... , K - 1
(52)
which gives

uo, ... ,ui<

-2'

An improved dynamic programming based approach for solving (49) was also proposed by Stein (1980), and it increases
the numerical efliciency, in particular for large supp T.
lts idea is basically the sarne as for a deterministic system
under control, namely if the process under control is at the
stage (N - i), i = 1, ... , N, then we can either immediately
stop and attain

O} =

(53)
ar we can apply

•

(51)

UN-i

and obtain

(54)

Uo,··"UK_2,
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IIb(Jlc(Uj I xd II JlG(X2)) II
IIb 2(Jlc(U2 I X2) II JlG(X3» II ...

and the better alternative should be chosen.
This leads to the foliowing set of recurrence equations

=

=

N

lim /\ b'(Jlc(u, I x,) II JlG(X'H»
N_oo

(58)

t=O

The ploblem is to find uô, ui 1 • • • such that

with M* determined by such an N - i at which, in the optímaI sequence af controls, the terminating control aecnIS,
i.e. when

Jl(jN-' (XN_') >
> max(JlcN-,(UN-i) II EI'GN-i+,(XN_'+,)
UN_i

(56)

JlD(uô,U;, ... 1 xo) =
N

=

max
UO,Ul,···

!im /\ (I'c(u,

N_oo t=O

I x,) III'G(x,+d)

(59)

and in the case of discounting with b > 1

I'D(uô,u;, .. ·l x o,b)=
4.3

Remarks on the fuzzy system under contrai

=

N

max lim /\ b'(l'c(u, I x,) II JlG(x,+d) (60)
UQ,Ul, ... N_co
t=O

The case with a fuzzy system under control can be obviously
dealt with by combining the idea of a fuzzy termination time presented in this section, and the two approaches to
the control of a fuzzy system with a fixed and specified termination time, Le. those using dynamic programming and
branch-and-bound. Moreover, one can use the interpolative
reasoning based approach to avoid numerical difficulties.

5

Evidently, we seek in fact an optimal stationary policy,
possibly in the sense of a* : X ~ U, relating an optimal control to the current state only. Then, the problems
(59) and (60) become to find an optimal stationary strategy
a~ = (a"', a*, . ..) such that

CONTROl WITH AN INFINITE TERMINATION TIME

N

= max lim /\ (I'c(a(x,) I x,) II JlG(x,+,)
a oo N_oo t=O

The finite termination is proper for rather short processes

and of a higher variability. ln many cases the process is
however to proceed over a long time and is low-varying,
with the goal just to maintain some (stable) conditions.
Then it may be expedient to assume an infinite termination
time and use some specific apparatus proposed by Kacprzyk
and Staniewski (1982, 1983) (cf. also Kacprzyk, 1983c).
5.1

(61)

and in the case of discounting with b > 1

JlD(a::a I Xo, b) =
N

=

max!im /\ b'(Jlc(a(x,) I x,) II JlG(XH1» (62)
ao:> N_co

t=o

respectively, with the ordering "!:" between the strategies
JlD(al oo I xo) 2: JlD(all oo I xo),
given by aloo !: all oo
and, evidently, a~ t aço l Va oo '

=

Deterministic system under contrai

At each t, u, is subjeeted to a state-dependent fuzzy constraint Jlc(u, I x,). The fuzzy goal I'G(x,) is the sarne
for all t 's. The deterministic system under control is
given as usually by a state transition equation X'H =
f(x"u,);x"x'+l E X,u, E U.

First, the deterministic system under control is again given
by x'H = f(x" u,), where x" xHl E X, and u, E U,
t 0,1, .... The initiai state is Xo EX. At each t, u, is
subjected to a state-dependent fuzzy constraint Jlc(u, I x,),
and on x, a fuzzy goalI'G(x,) is imposed.

The fuzzy decision is

Using the fuzzy decision (58) with the discount factor, we
obtain

JlD(UO,Ul, ... 1 xo) =
= Jlc(uo I :110 ) II JlG(x,) II
IIJlc(UI I x,) II JlG(X2) II ...

JlD(a oo I xo) =

=

=

N

=

lim /\(I'c(u, I x,) III'G(XH,)

N-oo t=O

=

JlD(uo,u" ... 1 xo,b)
(Jlc(uo I xo) II JlG(Xl» II
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N

lim /\ b'(I'c(a(x,) I x,) II JlG(f(x"a(x,)))X63)
N_oo
t=O

(57)

and it is often exPedient to introduce a discount factor
b > 1, whose role is basicaliy to ref!ect the fact that what
happens in neareI future matters more; then

=

=

and the problem is to find an optimal stationary strategy
a~ = (a*, a*, . ..) such that

JlD(a::a I xo) = maxJlD(aoo I xo) =
Q~

N

=

lim /\ b'(Jlc(a(x,) I x,) II I'G(f(x, , a(x,)))X64)

N-oo t=o

Problem (64) was first formulated and solved by Kacprzyk
and Staniewski (1983) who have proposed a policy iteration
type algorithm to solve the problem considered in a finite
number of steps. Basically, the consecutive steps of the
algorithrns are:

attaining the fuzzy goal under fuzzy constraints looses somewhat its relevance in the case af an infinite termination
time.
We are evidently interested in finding an optimal stationary
strategy a~ = (a* a*, . ..) such that
I

EI-'D(a~ 1 xo) = maxEI-'D(a oo I xo)

Step 1. Assume an arbitrary a oo = (a, a, .. .).
Step 2. Solve in the I-'D(a oo
equations

1 Si)

(68)

a=

's the following set of fi

I Sl) =
= I-'c(a(s,) 1 Sl) A I-'G(f(Sl, a(s,»))A
A b I-'D(a oo 1 /(Sl' a(sl)))

I-'D(a oo

with a natural ordering between the stationary strategies
given as al oo !: all oo
EI-'D(al oo I xo) 2: EI-'D(all I
:1:0), VXo E X and, evidently, a~ t a ool Va oo .

=

The solution of (68) virtually consists of:

(65)
I-'D(a oo I sn) =

• the determination of E I-'D(a oo

= I-'c(a(sn) I Sn) A I-'G(f(Sn, a(sn)))A
A b I-'D(a oo 1 /(sn, a(sn)))

a~.

I-'c(z'(s(i) 1 Si) A I-'G(f(Si, z'(s,)))A
Ab I-'D(a oo I /(Si' a(si)) =
= maxl-'c(z(s(i) I Si) A I-'G(f(s" Z(Si))) A

It is easy to see that both these two issues are nontrivia1.
We will not discuss them in detail for lack of space, and refer
the interested reader to either the source Kacprzyk and
Staniewski's (1983) paper or to Kacprzyk's (1983c) book.
The basic resulta can be summarized as:

z

I /(Si' a(s,)))

and

• the determination of an optimal stationary strategy

Step 3. Improve the strategy, Le. using the I-'D(a oo I Si) 's
determined in Step 2, find for each Si E X a maximizing policy z' : X U such that

Ab I-'D(a oo

1 xo),

(66)
• an optimal stationary strategy exists,

maximizing strategy found, z~
(z· J z· 1 • • •) I is the sarne as the previous one, i.e. if
z~ = a oo , then it is an optimal stationary strategy
to be determined. Otherwise, assume aoo
z~ and
return to Step 2.

Step 4. If the

=

As shown by Kacprzyk and Staniewski (1983), an optimal
stationary strategy exists, and it found by the above algorithm.

5.2

Stochastic system under contrai

The stochastic system is a Markov chain whose dynamics is
described by the conditional probability p(Xt+1 I x" t<t) E
[0,1]. At each t, u, is subjected to I-'c(u, I x,), and
I-'G(X'+l) is imposed on X'+l·
The fuzzy decision is assumed here to be without the discount factor, and the problem is now to find Uô I ui I • • . such
that
EI-'D(U~,ui, ...

xo) =
max EI-'D(UO,U1'

.··1 xo) =

N-1

max E(!im
UO,Ul,"·

/\ (I-'c(u,

N_oo t=O

• an optimal stationary strategy should be sought among
equivalent strategies obtained as a final result of the
above strategy improvement.
These facts imply a policy iteration type (sub)optimization
algorithm for solving the problem considered. It yields as a
result some unimprovable strategies. An optimal stationary
strategy is among those unimprovable strategies found. If
the number of such unimprovable strategies is not too high,
we can employ full enumeration to find an optimal one,
otherwise some heuristic technique is evidently preferable.
Notice finally that the (stationary) strategies are here functions of the state and a "summary" of the trajectory.
Now we will proceed to the case af a fuzzy system under
contraI.

5.3

1

UO,Ul,.··

• the (one step) strategy improvement (similar to that
in the policy iteration algorithm for the deterministic
system) gives better and better strategies, and

1 x,)

A I-'G(x,+1))X67)

Fuzzy system under contraI

At each t, U, is subjected to I-'c(U,
goal is the sarne for each t, 1-'(j(X,),

I X,),

and the fuzzy

We seek an optimal stationary po!icy a:;" such that
Notice that we apply here Kacprzyk and Staniewski's
(1980) formulation of the control of a stochastic system in
which the maximization of the expected value of the fuzzy
decision is involved. Bellman and Zadeh's (1970) approaeh whose essence is the maximization of the probability of

I-'D(a~

=

I Xo)

=

maxl-'D(a oo
a=

1 X o)

=
(69)
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6

where b > 1 is a discount factor.
This problem was first formulated and solved by Kacprzyk
and Staniewski (1982), and a policy iteration type algorithm was proposed analogous to that for the deterministic
system. By the approximation by reference fuzzy states
and controls, (69) was transformed into one with an auxiliary deterministic system to use the policy iteration type
algorithm. Thus, if A(.) means this approximation, then
the auxiliary deterministic system representing the fuzzy
system (25) is given by

= A(F(X" U,)), t = O, 1,.. .
(70)
and, e.g., Pc(U, I X,) = e«(C(X,), U,) and P(J(X,) = etC,
X ,+,

X,), where e(.,.) is adegree ofequality.

This coneludes our short exposition of a (prescriptive) approach to (optimal) control under fuzziness. The purpose
was to recall the previous results which appeared too early,
long before the recent wave of interest in fuzzy control triggered by relevant applications. We think that the models
presented - which go beyond of what is commonly meant
as fuzzy controI - can form a basis of a "new generation" of
fuzzy control in which the trajectory to be foUowed will be
more rationaUy determined by some optimal control type
tools.

7
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